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57th INTERNATIONAL ALVIS DAY
LLANCAIACH FAWR MANOR

SUNDAY, 9th SEPTEMBER, 2012 
The Alvis Owner Club (AOC), now in its 61st year held 
its 57th International Alvis Day (IAD) in the Cardiff 
area this being the first to be held in the Principality 
of Wales. IAD provides our members a chance to 
gather and enjoy a mixture of Social, Competitive and 
Touring events centered on membership of the club 
and ownership of an Alvis.
This year’s event is special not just because it is in 
Wales, but because the founder of the Alvis Company, 
T.G. John was from Wales and much of the money 
that originally backed the company came from the 
founder’s hometown of Pembroke Dock.
As always one of the Alvis products is celebrated and 
this IAD is not different, with the 75th anniversary of 
the popular pre war model the 12/70 being celebrated.

The commemorative blue plaque on 6, Church 
Street, Pembroke Dock recognising T.G. John.

The Longstone tour saw some 60 cars leave the 
hotel in two waves aiming to complete the 130 mile 
round trip to the attractions of World Heritage Site of 
Blaenavon and Wye valleys in time for tea, allowing 
for a leisurely lunch and some Tourist stops en route.
After pausing at the Big Pit mining museum where 
some members of the party ventured underground, 
it was on to one of IAD’s sponsors in the form of 
Earley Engineering’s workshops at Abergavenny. 
The Tourists were treated to drinks and a tour of the 
facilities, Earley Engineering having staff on hand to 
fix the usual problems that crop up with old cars miles 
from home; such as a failed brake light.
With the sunshine holding up, for most people it was 
on to the Crown at Pantycelli for an excellent lunch 
and a chance to chat and admire the other cars on the 
tour.

The lunch stop at the Crown Pantycelli, the cars 
setting the scene out front, on display left to right 
Mike Hemming’s 1948 Tickford bodied TA14 
DHC, alongside Graham Keighley’s Tickford 
bodied TC21/100 Grey Lady DHC complemented 
by Mike James’ VdP bodied Speed 20 Tourer. 
Photo location https://dl.dropbox.com/u/34588797/
AOC%20PRO/IAD%202012/At%20the%20
Crown.JPG
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Then back down the Wye valley with people taking the 
opportunity to stop in at Tintern Abbey and see how 
ancient monument restoration compared with that on 
Classic Cars, it appeared that they’re doing a rolling 
restro on the remains of the Abbey.
From there is was back to the Hotel to prepare for the 
Gala Dinner.

Above: International not just in name but as a 
consequence of those attending, as typified by 
Joachim Epperlein’s German registered Speed 25 
VdP Open Tourer. The tour enjoying the company 
of Alvis owners from Italy, Switzerland and Malta, 
with a small Australian group having flown in and 
borrowed cars. Photo location https://dl.dropbox.
com/u/34588797/AOC%20PRO/IAD%202012/
At%20the%20Crown.JPG

Left: The view from a fifth floor window of the Car 
Park of Cardiff’s Future Inn as people check their 
cars over after the Longstone Tour. Photo location 
https://dl.dropbox.com/u/34588797/AOC%20PRO/
IAD%202012/View%20from%20the%20Hotel.
JPG

Every International features a Gala Dinner and this 
one was no different with Entertainment by the 

Cardiff Male Voice Choir at Cardiff’s Future Inn.
As ever at a Welsh event, songs such as Men of 

Harlech received a great reception.  
Photo Location: https://dl.dropbox.

com/u/34588797/AOC%20PRO/IAD%202012/
Gala%20Dinner.JPG

John Rattcliffe and his Speed 20 SC VdP 
Sportsman Tourer about to take part in the driving 

tests, this car being driven on to Italy for a wedding 
by John after the event. The car went on to win a 
number of Concours awards for the pre war cars 
as well as the Fisher’s Trophy, awarded to the car 

that the staff of Restoration specialist Fisher would 
most liked to have taken home on the day. Photo 
Location: https://dl.dropbox.com/u/34588797/

AOC%20PRO/IAD%202012/Overall%20winner.
JPG
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Whilst IAD has evolved into a weekend event, in 
its original format it was a single day event. The 
57th INTERNATIONAL ALVIS DAY was held at 
LLANCAIACH FAWR MANOR on SUNDAY, 9th 
SEPTEMBER, 2012 in glorious sunshine.
Each event has celebrated one car from the Alvis 
range, this year the car was the pre war 12/70 model 
designed by George Lanchester after he joined Alvis 
in 1936. 
The well proven formula of cars organised by age 
and model was employed to park the cars allowing 
the concours judges easy access. At the same time an 
adjacent field was used for some gentle Driving Tests, 
broken down into classes for pre and post war cars.
IAD enjoyed a visit from the Mayor and the members 
of the Pembroke Dock 200 Anniversary Committee 
led by the Town Mayor Peter Kraus who is also in 
the process of re-building a Spitfire Mk.VIII. To 
mark the occasion, Peter presented Edgar Shields 
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On the left, Edgar Shields AOC President accepts 
both a commerative plaque and an invitation to 

attend the 200th Anniversary of Pembrook Dock 
from Pembrook Dock Mayor Peter Kraus. Photo 
Location: https://dl.dropbox.com/u/34588797/

AOC%20PRO/IAD%202012/The%20Presentation.
JPG

Club members were encouraged to dress to the 
period of their cars, as seen here where June Smith 

models with her 1939 12/70. Photo Location: 
https://dl.dropbox.com/u/34588797/AOC%20PRO/

IAD%202012/June.JPG

Normal rules apply, open you bonnet to draw 
a crowd, but why hide the beauty of Alvis 

engineering. Photo Location: https://dl.dropbox.
com/u/34588797/AOC%20PRO/IAD%202012/

Open%20Bonnet.JPG
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About the Alvis Owners Club. Founded in 1951, the AOC caters for owners of all Alvis cars, even including military vehicles! 
You do not have to be an owner to join, associate members are welcome. Often associate members are those who join intending to 

buy an Alvis, seeking advice and access to cars for sale by Club members.
The club is a friendly open place orientated both to the pleasures of Alvis Ownership, but also to the Social sides of ownership.

Events such as this rely upon the generous support of companies 
prepared to sponsor our activities, we would particularly like to 
thank the following for their considerable generosity: THE ALVIS 
CAR COMPANY LTD. CARCOON, DAVIES CRANE HIRE 
LTD., EARLEY ENGINEERING LTD., FISHER RESTORATIONS, 
FOOTMAN JAMES, TREVOR HIRST, JUST CLASSICS, 
LONGSTONE TYRES, MAGUIRES, CHRIS PRINCE, RED 
TRIANGLE and THOMAS CARROLL GROUP PLC.

T.G. John founded the Alvis Car  Company in 1919 with financial backing 
from his home town of Pembroke Dock. A well established engineer with 
a track record in building Submarines and other warships, along with 
invovlement in the manufacturer of aero engines. After WW1 he founded 
Alvis and then led it into its expansion into Fighting Vehicles and Aero 
engines in the 1930s. But he died before the value of the investment was 
realised post WW2. John’s contribution is well recognised in his home 
town of Pembroke Dock with Heritage Wall Plaques having been put up 
by the Town Cuncil, the AOC and the Alvis Register to recognise John’s 
association with the town where he grew up and received his initial 
engineering training.

Rare cars, such as Ann Bradnum’s 1936 3.5L 
with its pillarless Gurney Nutting coachwork is 

thought to be the only example of the type to have 
been built. Photo Location: https://dl.dropbox.

com/u/34588797/AOC%20PRO/IAD%202012/
Gurney%20Nutting.JPG

Sometimes it about the spirit of the event, long 
time member, Bryan Carlisle’s 12/50 Carbodies 

Saloon refused to start when judging for the period 
dress competition started, so members pushed the 

car into the enclosure. Photo Location: https://
dl.dropbox.com/u/34588797/AOC%20PRO/

IAD%202012/12%2050.JPG

Further pictures of the event can be made available on request and these can be seen on Flickr at 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/raiden929/collections/72157631495395610/. The club also maintains 
a stock of Alvis related images at http://www.flickr.com/groups/1853078@N22/ and these can be 

accessed through the AOC’s PRO at alvisoc.pro@gmail.com. As we are continiously adding to this 
stock of pictures, we’d invite you to follow our group on Flickr.

AOC President with a commerative plaque and invited the AOC to participate in the 200th Anniversary 
celebrations which the club is happy to accept.


